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On December 3, , his tribe signed a deed that left Compound's Lake to a group of white settlers, including
John Norton, who had migrated to central Connecticut from Massachusetts. During this decade, Lake
Compounce had a checkered history including mountains of unpaid bills, a barrage of lawsuits and a string of
unsuccessful turn around attempts. The all-time attendance record of 5, was set in the spring of , when Tommy
Dorsey's reorganized band featured Frank Sinatra , who had yet reach the height of his career. It was later
replaced by the "Wildcat," a wooden classic built in by the Philadelphia Toboggan Company. The "Wildcat" is
still in operation. December 12, Lake Compounce sold along with Kennywood The Press website was down
overnight so it never got updated. I could see it happening. In , speedboats replaced the Chris Crafts. The
following year, a hand-powered revolving swing and Connecticut's first ten-pin bowling alley with adjoining
pool tables became new attractions. Brick said the European buyers like what they've seen at Lake
Compounce, which is focusing on expanding its water attractions. On December 2, , his wife and several tribal
members affixed their waxed fingertip "marks" to a deed that conveyed the "Compound's Lake" to a group of
white settlers who had migrated to central Connecticut from Massachusetts. He said the park had 1, season
workers last summer. His park had public swimming and rowing on the lake, a gazebo for lakeside band
concerts and several rides. Hard to keep an old park in the family When an amusement park is family-owned,
it can be hard to resist a tempting buyout offer, according to Stretch Norton, whose family owned and operated
Lake Compounce for more than a century. This has required the moving of nearby Mount Vernon Road to the
north to give the park more room for expansion. A sheep roast was held in appreciation to those legislators and
friends who helped secure the granting of that petition. Most big bands played Lake Compounce. Lake
Compounce had officially opened to the public as a picturesque "picnic" park. The early s brought more
growth. The park's transformation has tastefully integrated its natural beauty and rich heritage with a blend of
classical and contemporary rides, live shows, and unique attractions. Legend has it that shortly thereafter,
Chief Compound drowned in the lake while trying to cross it in a large brass kettle. After the Nortons sold the
park to car dealer Stephen Barberino Sr. Parques Reunidos, the largest European-based amusement park
company, is buying out Lake Compounce's parent company, Pittsburgh's Kennywood Entertainment Co.
General Manager Jerry Brick stated that the coaster was the biggest investment in the park's history. The all
time attendance record of 5, dancers was set in spring, , when Tommy Dorsey's reorganized band featured a
young, up and coming vocalist, Frank Sinatra. For a time, it was primarily a venue for rock concerts. The
experiment brought large crowds, which inspired Norton to open an amusement park.


